HIGH-ORDER QUANTUM BERRY'S ADIABATIC PHASE AND ITS OBSERVABLE EFFECT
New high-order adiabatic approximate method is proposed for the study of nonadiabatic evolution of a quantum system &th slowly-changing Hamiltonian. The corresponding high-order Berry's adiabatic p k s e s are used to describe the transition from a state to another, and their observable e f i c t s -in quantum interference experiment are pointed out.
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Since Berry's topological phase was discovered1p2, some important generalizations have been developed fot it3-5. Removing the restriction to the adiabatic conditions, Berry himself presented a critical generalization that leads to a sequence of geometrical phases rather than a perturbation series in adiabatic paremeters l/T(ref.G). We also considered the behaviours of the Berry's phases in non-adiabatic slowly-changing e v~l u t i o n~~~, but we only obtained the perturbation series in 1/T.
In this letter, combining the principal ideas in refs.7 and 8 with that in ref. 6 , we propose a new kind of scheme for high-order adiabatic approximation and give the corresponding high-order adiabatic phases. These quantum adiabatic phases not only are still pure geometrical, but also have observable effects in a quantum interference experiment.
The Hamiltonian of our problem is
that depends on slowly-changing paremeters R l ( t ) , R 2 ( t ) , . , R N ( t ) . For fixed R ( t ) , we suppose the H [ R ] has non-degenerate eigenvalues E, [RI and corresponding eigenvectors / @ m [ R ] )
h (m = 1 , 2 . . . , D ) . In the changing r e p r e s e n t a t i~n~~~, let
be a solution of the SchrSdinger equation i & l @ ( t ) , = g(t)l@p(t)), where we take FI = 1 and We substitute eq.(l) into Schriidinger equation and obtain
CFl(t) = -C ezp[irll(t) -i r [ o ] , ( t ) l (~, [~]~& , [~] ) c~] ( t )
.
(3)
m f n Equation( 3) can be rewritten as equivalent Schrijdinger equation
where the vector lC[ll(t)) and the l-order equivalent Hamiltonian S[ll(t) are respectively defined by
For the eigenvalues Ekl(t) and eigenvectors 1 9 , I11 ( t ) ) ( n = 1 , 2 , --. , D), the l-order
Berry's phase is defined as be a solution of eq.(4), where
ThenA the same discussion lead to the 2-order equivalent Schrodinger equation for C r l ( t ) and H [ ' ] ( t ) .
Successively, we reach a new scheme for high-order adiabatic approximation:
The k-order total phase is a sum of the dynamical phase -i J : E!,kl(t')dt' and the Ic-order Berry's phase
When the quantum system evolves along a path C : { R ( t ) } , at time t, the k-order adiabatic approximate wavefunction is obtained from eqs. (9), (10) and ( 
B ( t ) = B ( t ) [ s i n e c o s p ( t )~, ,
a spin-1/2 particle has the effective Hamiltonian
Here B ( t ) = B(t + T ) , p(t) = P ( t + 2 ' ) and 3 is the Pauli spin operator. Equations (2) and (5) give the 1-order equivalent Hamiltonian where
Z(t) = C ( t ) [ c o s c u ( t ) 7 + , + s i n a ( t ) t , ] ,
1 . 
C ( t ) = --s t n 6 b ( t ) ,
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